
VOCIS

In the five years since it was formed, VOCIS, a company formed by a nucleus of highly 
experienced engineers has rapidly grown from 5 to 29 employees. 
The combination of Oerlikon Graziano’s expertise in the design and manufacturing of high 
performance transmissions, with Vocis’ unique talent in controls techniques - looked perfect. 
Both sides could see the advantages of a close connection, and shortly after forming, Oerlikon 
Graziano took a controlling interest in VOCIS.

VOCIS specialises in Control & Hydraulic System Engineering and Programme Management 
for the automotive industry. The founders together with the other Technical Specialist at Vocis 
are widely experienced in delivering challenging and high value automotive programmes for a 
variety of high profile OE customers, Tier One Suppliers and Design Consultancies. More than 
150 man years’ experience is held in all aspects of mechanical and software control for DCT, 
AMT, CVT, AT transmissions, EV / Hybrid drive systems and active torque management 
systems.

VOCIS is forging ever closer links with Oerlikon Graziano and expanded its own range of 
capabilities. In addition to larger premises it now also possesses a large development facility 
at MIRA one of the UK’ & Europe’s premier test track and vehicle development centres. OEM 
project vehicles and a joint Oerlikon Graziano – VOCIS research project are currently based at 
MIRA. 
VOCIS is working both with Oerlikon Graziano and on its own with several major OEM and Tier 
1 programmes and is making a significant contribution even to the most advanced development 
programmes.

The highly flexible and versatile VOCIS SIENA transmission s/w platform, entirely developed 
in-house, forms the basis for or a significant element of many customer transmission 
programmes. Along with the VOCIS TMS-20 transmission control unit SIENA has also proved 
to be an invaluable asset on many customer projects from first concept stage. 
Accelerated development progress has been achieved using this compact, cost effective and 
production representative control unit and robust and production validated SIENA s/w. The 
TMS-20 is now in it’s 4th hardware generation and along with SIENA s/w, both will continue 
to be under constant development to keep them at the cutting edge of transmission control 
technology.

The now well established Vocis and Oerlikon Graziano partnership has introduced a new 
player in to the Global Drive Systems Providers arena a fact validated in 2011 with the launch 
of it’s first two major OEM concept to production programmes. 




